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" This inventio'n'rel'ates to "a‘ non-pneumatic resilient tire 
for use in motor vehicles, and more particularly relates 
to-a vunitary resilient tire in which the ground-engaging 
portion, the spokes, and wheel rim engaging portions are 
integrally joined and are each made of a resilient ma~ 
terial. _ _ ' 

Many attempts have been made to replace the usual 
pnetunatic tire, currently employed’on motor vehicles, 
by a resilient non-pneumatic tire.- One of the problems 
encountered in providing an effective. and long-lived non-_ 
pneumatic resilient tire is that/of constructing’the tire 
parts as a unit. The prior attempts at constructing an 
adequate resilient non-pneumatic tire have all resulted 
in a tire construction in which i?o’kes and ground-engag 
ing portions are not integral but are constructed as sep 
arate units, which construction gives rise to the problem 
of adequately connecting the ground-engaging portion to 
the vehicle wheel rim so that the tire will withstand all 
the abuses and stresses encountered. _ 

It is an object, therefore, of the present invention to 
provide a new resilient non-pneumatic tire which is ca 
pable of withstanding severe road stresses and strains. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide a non 
pneumatic resilient tire in which all the elements are con 
structed integrally as a unit so as to better withstand 
the’normal stresses to which a tire is/subjected. 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a unitary‘ in-tegially formed resilient non-pneumatic 
the which may be readily mounted upon the standard 
motor vehicle wheel rim. 
These and further objects and advantages will become 

readily apparent to those skilled in the art upgm a study 
of the following detailed description taken in conjunc 
tion with the appended drawings in which: - > 

FIG. 1 is a vertical cross-sectional view taken through 
one of the spokes of the tire of the present invention; and 

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary side view of the tire of Tthe 
present invention, partially in section, and partially'?'in 
elevation. 
The preferred embodiment of the present invention is 

best illustrated in FIG. 1 in which the usual motor ve 
hicle wheel rim is indicated generally at 10 and has the 
usual peripheral tire-engaging shoulder portions 12. and 
peripheral flange portions 14. The resilient non-pneu 
matic tire of this inventipn comprises an annular ground 
engaging portion 16 having the usual tire treads 18 dis 
posed within its outer peripheral face. Ground-engaging, 
portion 16 is further provided with a plurality of an 
nular metallic re-enforcing members 20 disposed int al 
ly and adjacent to the treads 18. Additional annular 
metallic re-enforcing members 22 may be disposed within 
the outermost portion 24 of ground-engaging portion 16. 
A pair of annular wheel rim engaging portions 26 is 
integrally formed with ground-engaging portion; 16 and 
is~connected thereto by integral spokes 28. The annular 
wheel rim engaging portions 26 are provided with an 
nularametal-lic rte-enforcing members 30 disposed substan 
tially centrally therein. The spokes 28 extend diagonally 
across each other from wheel rim engaging ‘portions 26 
so that the outer end of the spokes 28 is integrally con 
nected with the opposite side of the inner peripheral face 
of annular ‘ground-engaging portion 16. Preferably, each 
of the spokes 28 is radially spaced about the entire cir 
cutnference of wheel rim engaging portions 26 and an 
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nular ground-engaging portion 16, with each adjacent 
spoke extending diagonally opposite. The outer ends of 
each spoke are externally curved, as at 30, so as to pro 
vide a strong joint with ground-engaging‘por-tion l6, 
and the outer ends are internally curved, as at 32, so as 
to provide an annular. open passage 34 extending the 
entire circumference of the inner peripheral face of 
ground-engagingportion 16. This annular circumferen 
tial passage‘ 34 provides for increased resiliency of the 
tire and also facilitates the cooling'of the inner peripheral 
face of ground-engaging portion 16. ' 

In addition, each of the spokes 28 has an enlarged 
center portion v36 extending substantially the entire dis 
tance between the inner peripheral face of ground-en 
gaging portion 16 and wheel rim engaging portions 26, 
with the enlarged’ portion 36 being preferably diamond 
‘shaped, although not speci?cally limited to such con 
?guration. The interior of the enlarged portion 36 is 
?lled with a resilient material 38 different than the re 
silient material employed in the remaining portions of 
the tire. The ?ller material placed in the enlarged por 
tions 36 of spokes 28 may be cork, rubber, or any pliable 
plastic and serves not only to strengthen the spokes 28 

. but also serves to control the amount of resiliency of the 
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tire, depending upon the usage to which the tire is to 
be put. If it is necessary for the tire to withstand severe 
‘road conditions or high loads, a less resilient ?ller may 
be used; whereas, if the tire is only to be subjected to 
normal road conditions, a relatively more resilient ?ller 
material may be employed. It is to be understood in this 
regard that the tire proper may be constructed either of 
rubber or a strong resilient plastic, or even a combina 
tion of both, ‘as desired. 

The tire of the present invention is ?rmly secured to 
the wheel rim _10 so that no matter what stress or strain 
it encounters it will at all times be ?rmly connected. 
The connecting elements comprise a pair of annular 
metallic rings 40 which may, in turn, comprise two semi~ 
circular poitions. The tire is placed upon the wheel rim 
10 so that the outer surface 42 of the wheel rim engaging 
portions 26 abut the inner face of the peripheral ?anges 
14 of the Wheel rim. Annular metallic rings 40 are dis 
posed in abutting relationship with the inner circumferen 
tial face 44 of wheel rim engaging portions 26. A plu 
rality of. telescoping brace members 46, comprising a 
threaded portion 48 and a cooperating socket portion 50 
are. radially spaced and extend axially between the an 
nular metallic rings 40. By turning the nut 52 disposed 
on the threaded portion 48 of telescoping braces'46, the 
braces are extended so as to press the rings 40, against 
the inner circumferential faces 44 of the wheel rim en 
gaging portions 26, so that the latter are ?rmly clamped 
between the‘rings 4t) and the peripheral ?anges 14 of 
rand rim 10. Although the axial spacing of braces 46 
is illustrated so that there is one brace for each spoke 
28, it is to be understood that the spacing may be varied, 
so that more or less braces may be employed, as desired. 

It will thus be seen that there has been provided by 
this invention a structure in which the various objects 
hereinbefore set forth, together with many practical ad 
vantages, are successfully achieved. As various possible 
embodiments may be made of the mechanical features of 
the above invention, all without departing from the scope 
thereof, it is to be understood that all matter hereinbefore 
set forth or shown in the accompanying drawings is to be 
interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense. 

I claim: 
In combination with an annular tire rim having ra 

dially extending ?ange portions and peripheral ?ange 
portions joined thereto de?ning a generally rectangular 
and annular recess about the periphery of said tire rim, 
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a resilient tire wheel including an annular ground engag 
ing portion having tire tread in its outer peripheral face, 
a plurality of axially spaced internal reinforcing mem 
bers disposed in said annular ground engaging portion, a 
pair of annular wheel rim engaging portions each having 
an annular reinforcing member disposed therein and out 
side walls generally perpendicular to the axis of the said 
"tire rim, said wheel rim engaging portions ?tting in the 
axially opposed ends of the rectangular recess about the 
periphery of said tire rim, a plurality of radially ex~ 
tending integral spokes connecting said annular wheel 
‘rim and ground engaging portions, said spokes extend 
ling diagonally across ‘each other from said annular wheel 
rim engaging portions to the opposite side of the inner 
peripheral face of said annular ground engaging portion, 
each of said spokes having an enlarged portion, said en 
larged portions being ?lled with a resilient material dif 
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annular wheel rim engaging portions in the annular pe 
ripheral recess of said tire rim including axially extend 
ing telescoping brace members joined to said pair of en‘ 
gaging portions providing an axial engagement of the 
outside surfaces thereof with the inside surfaces of said 
radially extending ?ange portions. 
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